
RACISM
All about racism



What is racism 
Racism is a offending comment that really hurts some people.here is some examples 
about racism youre skin looks like poo,black people are better than white people.

IS THERE A WAY TO MAKE RACISM STOP?

Maybe we could stop making horrible comments about people, we are all the same it 
doesn’t who you are. Some people are from different countries it doesn’t. 

                                                 



What will happen if you’re racist all the time!!!!!!!!
If you’re a victim of racism or racist behaviour, it means you’ve been treated differently by your neighbours by virtue of your race, 
colour, nationality, citizenship, or ethnic or national origins. You can even suffer from racial discrimination just because somebody 
thinks you are a certain race or nationality, even though you’re not. The legal system is a little confusing when it comes to judging 
what counts as ‘racial’ discrimination, and what’s discrimination due to religious belief. There have been legal cases identifying 
Romany Gypsies, Jewish people, Sikhs and Irish Travellers as a race, yet Rastafarians and Muslims can complain about 
discrimination due to religious belief.The kind of racist behaviour you might experience from neighbours could include harassment or 
intimidation by them, members of their family, their friends or visitors to their home. It includes any type of discrimination against 
you that’s based on your colour or race.you can get into trouble when you are being racist espesially about people from different 
cultures you are all the same it doesn’t really matter.



How can we make sure that we are not racist:)
If you want to make sure that you are not racist you need to be careful about what 
you say.You can always tell when someone is being racist because it really hurts you 
down deep. Once you make a comment is cannot be unsaid so you need to be 
careful about you say. You have to make sure that you keep your thoughts to yourself 
and if you say it as a joke some people might take it a bit serious so i would 
recommend that you keep your thoughts to yourself.

  

 



HOW  DOES RACISM MAKE YOU FEEL!
Everyone once in they’re lifetime will get called a racist comment.Is it possible to 
have a world without racism..  If you get called  a racist comment just ignore it 
because you know it's not true.

                                                                           By TABBY AND TINA :)

                                                                       


